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Abstract—In non-volatile memories, reading stored data is
typically done through the use of predetermined fixed thresholds.
However, due to problems commonly affecting such memories,
including voltage drift, overwriting, and inter-cell coupling, fixed
threshold usage often results in significant asymmetric errors.
To combat these problems, Zhou, Jiang, and Bruck recently
introduced the notion of dynamic thresholds and applied them
to the reading of binary sequences.

In this paper, we explore the use of dynamic thresholds for
multi-level cell (MLC) memories. We provide a general scheme
to compute and apply dynamic thresholds and derive perfor-
mance bounds. We show that the proposed scheme compares
favorably with the optimal thresholding scheme. Finally, we
develop limited-magnitude error-correcting codes tailored to take
advantage of dynamic thresholds.

Index Terms—Non-binary error correction codes, non-volatile
memory, dynamic reading thresholds, sequences, permutations.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, non-volatile memories (NVM) including
Flash, and alternatives such as electrically erasable pro-

grammable read-only memory (EEPROM) and phase-change
memories (PCM) have become among the most popular and
promising data storage technologies. NVMs are commonly
used in every type of device and, in particular, are ubiquitous
in mobile storage. The defining feature of NVMs is their
ability to retain data without requiring a power supply. NVMs
have many additional advantages over traditional magnetic
storage technologies. NVMs experience low failure rates due
to their lack of mechanical parts. They also exhibit very fast
seek times, often an order of magnitude faster in comparison
to those of older storage technologies [1].

NVMs are made up of large arrays of cells, divided into
blocks of size between 218 and 220 cells [1, Chapter 3]. Each
cell stores one or more bits of information, represented by the
amount of charge trapped in the cell. In the industry standard
single-level cell (SLC) technology, one bit of information is
stored per cell. In order to increase the capacity of NVMs,
multi-level cell (MLC) memories storing multiple bits per cell
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have recently been introduced. For example, triple-level cell
(TLC) Flash memories store three bits per cell.

To read the value of a cell, its voltage is measured and this
value is typically compared to predetermined fixed thresholds.
In SLC memories, there is a single threshold v so that a
cell value is read as a 0 if its voltage is determined to be
below v and as a 1 otherwise1. Unfortunately, this approach
is prone to errors due to the physical properties of NVMs.
Over time, voltage distributions tend to widen, expanding
beyond the intervals between thresholds. As a result, the
distributions overlap and form a potential source of error. This
effect, known as charge leakage, is particularly problematic
with dense MLCs, where intervals between thresholds are
increasingly small. Other errors, such as those caused by
overwriting cell values or parasitic inter-cell coupling, also
negatively impact NVM technologies [2].

Additionally, NVMs exhibit asymmetry in the writing pro-
cess. It is possible to write (that is, write a 1 to) a single
cell by injecting electrons into it. However, in order to delete
(write a 0 to) a cell, an entire block of cells must be deleted
[1]. Furthermore, the lifetime of an NVM allows for only a
limited number of erase cycles, typically around 105 [3].

Most coding solutions have focused on this inherent writing
asymmetry in NVM cells. In particular, the rank modulation
scheme was developed to alleviate this problem. In rank
modulation, information is not represented by the charge level
in a single cell, but rather by the relative charge levels of
many cells [4]. Recently, the problem of creating codes for
rank modulation has been studied in [5], [6], and [7].

To resolve other NVM problems such as charge leakage
and inter-cell coupling, numerous coding solutions have been
proposed. In [8], codes were developed to correct asymmet-
ric limited-magnitude errors, which affect NVMs. General
asymmetric error correction constructions were provided in
[9], [10], [11], [12], and [13]. Constrained codes for Flash
memories, studied in [14], were shown to be effective against
inter-cell coupling. Additional NVM code constructions were
provided in [15], [16], and [17]. Application of LDPC codes
to Flash memories were explored in [18] and [19]. Solutions
focused specifically on PCMs were studied in [20].

An entirely different approach to combating NVM prob-
lems (particularly charge leakage) was introduced in [21].
In this work, Zhou, Jiang, and Bruck introduced the notion
of dynamic thresholds. With this approach, there are no

1Note that in practical implementations, a 0 is read if the voltage is above
the threshold, and a 1 is read otherwise.
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predetermined thresholds used for comparison when reading
cells. Instead, a new set of thresholds is generated each time
a cell is read, based on specific information known to the
cell decoder. This technique was shown to be highly effective
against errors caused by voltage drift.

The results in [21] were derived for binary sequences used
in the single-level cell (SLC) case. In this work, we apply the
notion of dynamic thresholds to non-binary sequences, making
the technique applicable to MLC memories. We demonstrate
that the advantages of dynamic thresholding are preserved
in the MLC case. We propose specific implementations of
dynamic thresholding for MLC NVMs. We then proceed to
explore a more general problem: combining dynamic thresh-
olding with error-correcting codes in order to guarantee the
correction of very common errors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
introduce the necessary notation and preliminaries in Section
II. We analyze the performance of our choice of dynamic
thresholding scheme in Section III, where we show that our
scheme compares favorably to an ideal (optimal) scheme.
Section IV covers dynamic threshold implementation methods.
We focus on two approaches: the use of metadata and the
notion of balanced codes. In Section V, we construct codes
that, when combined with dynamic thresholding, are capable
of correcting up to t errors of limited magnitude l. We develop
constructions for both the metadata and balanced code imple-
mentations. In Section VI, we construct dynamic thresholding
codes that correct any number of limited-magnitude errors.
We summarize our contributions in Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We first introduce the necessary notation. Assume that each
cell can take on q levels from the set F = {0, 1, 2, . . . , q !
1}. Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) " Fn be the word writ-
ten into a block of cells of length n, and let v(x) =
(v1, v2, . . . , vn) represent cell levels after writing x. Define
k(x) = (k0, k1, . . . , kq!1) to be a vector such that ka of the
components of x are at level a for 0 # a # q ! 1. It is clear
that

!q!1
a=0 ka = n.

We define a threshold vector t = (t1, t2, . . . , tq!1) in the
following way: Read the word y(t,v(x)) = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)
such that yi = m if tm # vi < tm+1, for 0 # m # q ! 1
and 1 # i # n, where t0 = !$ and tq = +$. When it is
clear which x and v(x) we are referring to from the context,
we remove them from the expression for y and write y(t) or
simply y.

Let N(x,y) be the Hamming distance between x and
y. In other words, N(x,y) is the number of positions i,
1 # i # n, such that yi %= xi. For example, if x = (1, 0, 2, 2)
and y = (1, 1, 2, 0), N(x,y) = 2. We often compare the
performance of different t’s for a particular block x and
corresponding y. When we do so, we drop the x and y from
the expression for distance and write N(x,y) as N(t).

A dynamic threshold td is any threshold vector such that
k(x) = k(y(td)). That is, td is such that the number of
components at each level is preserved from x to y(td). Finally,
if there exists an entry i in x such that xi = a and yi = b with
a %= b, we say that an a & b error has occurred. The number
of entries i where a & b errors occur is denoted Na,b(t), so

that
!

a "=b N
a,b(t) = N(t).

We write [a, b] for the set {a, a+1, . . . , b} and [n] for the set
{1, 2, . . . , n}. Finally, we will use the words “transmission”
and “storage” interchangeably.

We illustrate these notions with an example. Take n = 5,
q = 3, and x = (1, 0, 2, 2, 0). After some time, the cell
voltages are given by v(x) = (1.6, 0.3, 2.3, 1.7, 0.7). We have
that k(x) = (2, 1, 2).

Consider the threshold vectors t1 = (0.5, 1.5) and t2 =
(0.8, 1.65). Reading v with t1 we have y1 = (2, 0, 2, 2, 1)
and k(y1) = (1, 1, 3). Then k(y1) %= k(x) and t1 is not
a dynamic threshold. However, y2(t2) = (1, 0, 2, 2, 0), and
k(y2) = (2, 1, 2) = k(x) so t2 is a dynamic threshold.

III. PERFORMANCE OF DYNAMIC THRESHOLDS

In [21], it was shown that for binary sequences, dynamic
thresholds are particularly effective (when compared to fixed
thresholds) when the cell levels, modeled by Gaussian distri-
butions, have variance increasing with time. The same result
holds in the non-binary case.

A simple example of this scenario is depicted in Fig. 1.
Here, a block contains only two cells x1 and x2 with true
values (that is, the values originally written to x1 and x2) a
and a + 1, respectively. The distributions v1 and v2 of these
two cells are shown immediately after writing and after some
time has passed. The distributions are modeled as independent
Gaussians. These Gaussians have the same variance initially,
but after a period of time, the variance of v1 increases, and its
mean is shifted. The fixed threshold t1 cannot adapt to these
changes, leading to a source of error. On the other hand, t2
is shifted to minimize the error probability. This observation
provides the fundamental motivation for our use of dynamic
thresholding schemes.

We illustrate the strength of dynamic thresholds with the
following sample analysis. For q-level cells, we consider the
fixed threshold t = (12 ,

3
2 , . . . ,

2q!3
2 ). The voltage written into

cell h, vh (1 # h # n), is read as a if a! 1
2 # vh < a+ 1

2 . For
simplicity, in this example we model the quantities vh as (in-
dependent) Gaussians with identical variance: vh ' N (a,!2),
where a is the original value written to xh.

In order to keep our analysis tractable, we take n = 2, so
that the block x has only two cells. Let x1 and x2 have values
a and a+1, respectively, so that 0 < a < q! 2. If we use the
threshold t to read the word, errors occur when the voltage
values v1 and v2 fall outside of the ath and (a+1)st threshold
intervals, respectively. That is, errors occur when v1 < a! 1

2 ,
v1 ( a+ 1

2 , v2 < (a+ 1)! 1
2 , or v2 ( (a+ 1) + 1

2 . Thus,

Pr {error|t} = Pr
"
v1 < a! 1

2
) v1 ( a+

1

2
)

v2 < (a+ 1)! 1

2
) v2 ( (a+ 1) +

1

2

#

= 2

$
1! !

$
1/2

!

%
+ !

$
!1/2

!

%%
,

where !(x) is the Gaussian c.d.f. 1#
2!"2

& x
!$ exp( (z!µ)2

!2"2 )dz.

Instead, if we employ a dynamic threshold td, errors take
place when v1 ( v2, since if v1 < v2, the ath component of
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Fig. 1. Distributions v1 and v2 of cells x1 and x2 with true values a
and a + 1, shown immediately after writing and after some time. Initially,
v1 " N (a, !2) and v2 " N (a + 1, !2). After a period of time, v1 has
expanded and its mean has shifted. Note the fixed threshold t1 and the
dynamic threshold t2. Here, t1 cannot react to the change in v1, but t2
does.

the threshold vector td, ta, will be placed between v1 and v2,
and x1 and x2 will be read correctly. Then,

Pr
'

error|td
(
= Pr {vi ( vj}

=

) $

!$

1

!
*
2"

e!
(z!(a!1/2))2

2!2 !

$
z ! (a+ 1/2)

!

%
dz.

This quantity is much smaller than the fixed threshold prob-
ability. For example, if ! = 0.25, the fixed threshold error
probability is + 0.09 and the dynamic threshold error proba-
bility is + 0.0023. The error probability as a function of the
deviation is shown in Fig. 2.

Next, we compare our choice of thresholding scheme with
the optimal scheme. Define t% = argmint N(t). We note
that computing t% requires the knowledge of the initial word
x, so the decoder cannot use the optimal threshold. Even so,
the dynamic threshold td performs worse than the optimal
threshold at most by a fixed factor (which depends on the
number of cell levels q and the maximum error magnitude.)
In [21], it was shown that this factor is 2 when q = 2, such
that N(td) # 2N(t%). We derive general bounds for multi-
level cells.

We define l to be the maximum error magnitude under
the dynamic thresholding approach. In general, magnitude
limitations model physical limits on the deviation of the
vi’s. However, to keep our analysis tractable, we impose the
limitation on the decoded output: for the limited magnitude
l, |yi ! xi|# l for 1 # i # n. This is a reasonable choice:
in order for cell i with true value a to experience an error of
magnitude k under dynamic thresholding, its voltage vi must
be larger than the voltages of all cells with values a, a+1, . . . ,
a+ k! 1 or smaller than the voltages of all cells with values

Fig. 2. Symbol error rate for a pair of cells with adjacent values a and
a+1 as a function of ! for fixed threshold reading versus dynamic threshold
reading.

a, a! 1, . . . , a! k+1. Thus k must be very small. We begin
our analysis with the case l = 1, which is of practical interest
due to the frequency of such errors in non-volatile memories.

Our approach is to find error patterns that cause a fixed
number of errors when using dynamic thresholding and to
lower bound the number of errors caused by these patterns
when using the optimal threshold. Recall that the number of
errors from cell value a to cell value b when reading using
threshold t is denoted by Na,b(t). When l = 1, we note
that Na,b(td) = N b,a(td). This is easy to establish through
an inductive argument: Na,b(td) = 0 if |a ! b|> 1, so it
is enough to show that Na,a+1(td) = Na+1,a(td). Take
a = 0 for the base case. It is clear that (under dynamic
thresholding) N0,1(td) = N1,0(td), since the only possible
errors involving level 0 are 0 & 1 and 1 & 0. Assume
that Nk+1,k(td) = Nk,k+1(td). Now, the number of cells
at level k + 1 must not change, so the number of cells
transitioning away from k + 1 must be equal to the number
of cells transitioning to k+1: Nk+1,k(td)+Nk+1,k+2(td) =
Nk,k+1(td) + Nk+2,k+1(td). Subtracting the induction hy-
pothesis, we have that Nk+1,k+2(td) = Nk+2,k+1(td), as
desired. This fact leads us to the following theorem:

Theorem 1. For any cell levels v1, v2, . . . , vn, with errors of
magnitude limited to l = 1, and any dynamic threshold td and
optimal threshold t%,

N(td) # 2N(t%).

Proof: From the above result, when using dynamic
thresholds, for every error a & a+1, there is a corresponding
a + 1 & a error. For such errors, there exists a cell xi = a
with vi ( ta and a cell xj = a + 1 with vj < ta. (Here, ta
refers to the ath component of td.) Thus, vj < vi. We have
the following (disjoint) possibilities for t%a :

t%a # vj < vi, or

vj < t%a # vi, or

vj < vi < t%a.

The first case will result in an a & a+ 1 error, the second
in both a & a+ 1 and a+ 1 & a errors, and the third in an
a+ 1 & a error. Thus, for each pair of errors in the scheme
using td, there is at least one error when using t%, so that
N(td) # 2N(t%).
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At worst, the use of dynamic thresholds results in twice
as many errors as the optimal threshold. We see that (when
l = 1) the dynamic threshold scheme works as well for q > 2
as in the binary case. Notice the following argument: if there
exists a pair of cells with levels a1, a2 with a1 < a2 and
they suffer errors a1 & b1 and a2 & b2 where b1 > b2,
the optimal threshold scheme will result in at least one error.
The case a2 = a1 + 1 gives the above proof. We exploit this
notion to derive a similar bound in the more general case
where 1 < l # q.

By definition, dynamic thresholds do not change the distri-
bution of the values of cells in the stored word. The received
sequence is then a multiset permutation of the original word.
Every multiset permutation can be expressed as a product of
cycles [22]. Then, any error a & b is part of a cycle of k
errors a1 & a2 & a3 & . . . & ak & a1, where 2 # k # q.
That is, there exist cells at positions s1, s2, . . . , sk with levels
a1, a2, . . . , ak, respectively, such that cell xsi suffers an error
ai & ai+1 if 1 # i < k and cell xsk suffers an error ak & a1.

We illustrate this idea with an example for n = 3, q = 4,
and l = 2. Let (2, 1, 3) be written into the cells (x1, x2, x3).
After some time, the voltages representing the cells are deter-
mined to be (v1, v2, v3) = (2.4, 1.9, 1.8). The decoder knows
that there was one cell at level 1, one at level 2, and one at level
3. To preserve the number of cells at these levels, it must pick
dynamic thresholds satisfying 1.8 # t1 < 1.9, 1.9 # t2 < 2.4,
and 2.4 # t3. Using these thresholds to read the vi’s results in
y = (3, 2, 1), a permutation of the original sequence (2, 1, 3).
The errors are given by the cycle 1 & 2 & 3 & 1.

We are now ready to prove the general bound:

Theorem 2. For any cell levels v1, v2, . . . , vn, with errors of
magnitude limited to l > 1,

N(td) # (l + 1)N(t%).

Proof: Any error must be part of a cycle. Consider the cy-
cle a1 & a2 & a3 & . . . & ak & a1 of length l < k # q. Let
amin = min{a1, a2, . . . , ak} and amax = max{a1, a2, . . . , ak}.
Since the ai’s are distinct, amax ( amin+(k!1). Now, split up
the interval [amin, amax] into ,k!1

l -+ 1 intervals (where each
interval, other than the first, has length l) in the following way:

[amin, amin], [amin + 1, amin + l], [amin + l + 1, amin + 2l],

. . . ,

*
amin +

$+
k ! 2

l

,%
l+ 1, amax

-
.

Note that there are .k!2
l / + 1 intervals of length l, and,

including the first interval [amin, amin], there are a total of
.k!2

l /+ 2 = ,k!1
l -+ 1 intervals, as desired.

Since there is a path from amin to amax, there exists ai in the
f th interval and aj in the (f+1)st interval such that ai & aj .
If this was not the case and some interval was skipped, an
error would be larger than the interval length of l, which is
not possible. Similarly, as there is a path from amax to amin, the
cycle contains corresponding descending errors. That is, there
exists ai" in the (f + 1)st interval and aj" in the f th interval
such that ai" & aj" . Now we use the observation derived in
the earlier result. We have that initially there exist cells with
values ai and ai" , respectively, such that ai < ai" . These cells
are affected by errors of type ai & aj and ai" & aj" with

aj > aj" . The optimal threshold results in one error for each
such occurrence, as shown in the proof of Theorem 1.

The cells producing the error above were in the f th and
(f +1)st interval. There is at least one such error for each of
the

.
k!1
l

/
pairs of adjacent intervals. Thus, for an error cycle

h of length k, usage of the optimal threshold results in at least.
k!1
l

/
errors. Call the number of errors caused by this cycle

Nh(t). Then, Nh(t%) (
.
k!1
l

/
, while Nh(td) = k, so that

Nh(td) # k

, k!1
l -N

h(t%).

Now, for l ( 1, we have that
k.

k!1
l

/ # l + 1,

and summing over all error cycles h, we have N(td) =!
h Nh(td) #

!
h

k

, k!1
l -N

h(t%) # (l + 1)
!

hN
h(t%) =

(l + 1)N(t%).
In the above analysis, we assumed that the cycle h has

length k > l. If instead k # l, there will still be at least
two cells whose values are exchanged relative to a threshold,
as in our standard argument. Then, as before, using the
optimal threshold will result in at least one error. Dynamic
thresholds result in k errors for a cycle of length k, so
Nh(td) # kNh(t%) # lNh(t%) # (l + 1)Nh(t%), and our
result still holds.

We conclude that, even in the general case, the performance
of our scheme is comparable to that of the optimal scheme,
which cannot be used without the decoder already knowing
the original codeword.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In order to find the dynamic thresholds for each codeword,
the decoder needs to know the number of cells at each level,
given by k = (k0, k1, . . . , kq!1). We give several methods of
accomplishing this task. These were introduced by Zhou et
al. in [21] for the SLC case. We generalize them for MLC
memories and suggest some improvements.

First, we may have the encoder append the base-q
representation of each of the ki’s to a transmitted codeword
of length n. It is sufficient to include ki for i < q!1. Then, as
0 # ki # n, the size of this metadata is (q! 1),logq(n+1)-.
The metadata will be used to generate the dynamic thresholds,
so it must be decoded using a traditional fixed threshold.
Since it is crucial that the ki’s are reproduced exactly, the
metadata should be protected by a strong error-correcting
code.

To compute a dynamic threshold for cell levels
0v1, 0v2, . . . , 0vn, we begin by sorting the 0vi’s. Let
v1 # v2 # . . . # vn be the sorted sequence. There
must be k0 cells at level 0, so the threshold t0 must be larger
than the first k0 values and smaller than the (k0 +1)th value.
That is, t0 must satisfy vk0 < t0 < vk0+1. Similarly, there
are k1 cells at level 1, so that t1 must be larger than the first
k0 + k1 values, and vk0+k1 < t1 < vk0+k1+1. Thus, it is
natural to select the threshold

td =

$
1

2
(vk0 + vk0+1) ,

1

2
(vk0+k1 + vk0+k1+1) ,

. . . ,
1

2

1
vk0+k1+...+kq!2 + vk0+k1+...+kq!2+1

2%
.
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This sorting procedure has complexity O(n log n) in both the
average-case and the worst-case. The process does not depend
on q, as the sequence only needs to be sorted a single time.

As seen above, it is in fact only necessary to select the k0th,
(k0+1)st, (k0+k1)st, ..., (k0+k1+ . . .+kq!2+1)st smallest
elements, for a total of 2q!2 selections. There exist algorithms
to find the kth order statistic with average- and worst-case
runtime O(n), such as the BFPRT algorithm in [23]. Thus, we
can find a threshold td with worst-case complexity O(2qn). If
q is small compared to logn, this algorithm is more efficient
than sorting the list. If q = 2, this procedure is better than the
proposed algorithm in [21], which has worst-case complexity
O(#n) for a constant #.

Above, we allowed any possible distribution of levels in
our codewords, so that this distribution had to be included
as metadata for each transmitted codeword. However, there
is another approach. If we fix the distribution of levels be-
forehand, and restrict transmission to codewords having this
distribution, we forego the need for metadata. The decoder will
simply be informed beforehand of the chosen distribution. In
order to maximize the size of our codebook, we should pick
a “balanced” distribution, where the numbers of cells at each
level are as close as possible. For example, if we have q levels
and codewords of length n = eq, we should have e cells at
levels 0, 1, . . . , q ! 1, respectively. This approach is referred
to as a balanced code.

Since we need not send metadata, we may save (q !
1),logq(n + 1)- digits. The downside of this approach is
that the codebook is smaller and that it is more difficult to
construct error-correcting codes over the space of balanced
codewords. There is also added complexity in encoding and
decoding balanced codes. The binary case of this problem
has been studied extensively. It was introduced by Knuth in
his seminal paper [24]. Less is known about the non-binary
case; generalizations of balanced codes were recently studied
in [25], while more general constructions for q-ary constant
weight codes were provided in [26].

Though dynamic thresholds reduce error probabilities, we
may also wish to guarantee the correction of common errors.
In the following two sections, we develop codes that take ad-
vantage of the properties of the dynamic thresholding scheme.
When we rely on the metadata implementation approach, for
the sake of simplicity, we abstract the metadata by assuming
that it has been made available to the decoder with no error.

V. (T,L) DYNAMIC THRESHOLDING ECCS

In general, we could combine dynamic thresholding with
existing codes. However, such codes are not specifically
tailored to the conditions which occur under dynamic thresh-
olding. We seek codes that fully take advantage of such
conditions. We begin by exploring codes that correct t errors
of magnitude limited to l, where 1 # l # q, 1 # t # $,
and $ is a constant. We refer to such errors as (t, l)-dynamic
thresholding errors, or (t, l)-DT errors.

We will see that the construction of (t, l)-DT error-
correction codes is connected to several known coding the-
oretic problems. If our dynamic thresholding implementation
uses the metadata approach, the resulting problem is similar

to location correction. On the other hand, if we select the
balanced codes implementation, the problem resembles coding
for rank modulation.

A. Decomposability Distance

As described above, we will find that correcting (t, l)-DT
errors is closely related to the problem of location correction,
studied by Roth and Seroussi in [27]. In the location correction
problem, the decoder is provided with the magnitudes of the
errors, but does not know their locations. Our problem differs:
the decoder knows the received sequence is a permutation of
the original codeword. This fact only provides some informa-
tion about the error magnitudes. Despite this, it will be shown
the two problems are nearly equivalent.

Roth and Seroussi introduced the notion of decomposability
distance [27]. We present a variant of it: A vector x " Fn

is (t, l)-decomposable if xi has magnitude limited to l1 for
1 # i # n and there are two vectors y and z in Fn with the
same multiset of (up to) t nonzero values such that x = y!z.
(All operations are taken over the ring of integers modulo q.)
We define the unit vector ui as the vector with a 1 in the
ith position and zeros elsewhere. If i %= j, we let ui,j =
ui ! uj . Denote by WF (n) the set of all vectors ui,j " Fn.
The following lemma is equivalent to a result in [27]:

Lemma 1. A vector x " Fn is (t, l)-decomposable if and
only if its components are limited to magnitude l and it
can be written as a linear combination of t elements of
WF (n). That is, there exist t elements Ek " Fn (with
1 # k # t) and respective vectors uik,jk " WF (n) such
that x =

!t
k=1 Ekuik,jk .

For fixed l, the decomposability weight of x " Fn is
the smallest non-negative integer t (if any such t exists)
such that x is (t, l)-decomposable. If no such t exists, the
decomposability weight is defined to be n + 1. The decom-
posability distance between x and y in Fn is defined as the
decomposability weight of x! y.

We illustrate these concepts with an example. If we take
x = (1, 2, 3, 4), y = (1, 4, 3, 2), and l = 2, then x! y =
(0,!2, 0, 2) = !2u2,4, so that x! y is (1, 2)-decomposable.
Thus x ! y has decomposability weight 1, and x and y are
at decomposability distance 1. On the other hand, if we had
taken l = 1, x ! y is not (t, 1)-decomposable for any t, so
that the decomposability weight of x!y is n+1 = 5, and x
and y are at decomposability distance 5.

In our problem, the received vector y is a multiset permuta-
tion of the input x with at least n! t fixed points, since there
are at most t errors. As a consequence, the following lemma
holds:

Lemma 2. Under dynamic thresholding, the (t, l) error vector
e = y ! x is (t! 1, l)-decomposable.

Proof: Consider the cells at positions s1, s2, . . . , sk with
values a1, a2, . . . , ak, respectively. Say that the values are per-
muted by the cycle h of length k such that a1 & a2 & . . . &

1Although we are working in the ring of integers modulo q, we will often
interpret the element a > q

2 as the negative number #(q#a). In this context,
magnitude is defined as min{a, (q # a)}. For example, the magnitude of
#1 = q # 1 $ F is |q # 1|= |#1|= |1|= 1.
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ak!1 & ak & a1. Then, these components in the error vector
e will have values a2!a1, a3!a2, . . . , ak!ak!1, a1!ak. This
contribution can be expressed as h = (a2!a1)us1,sk +(a3!
a2)us2,sk+. . .+(ak!ak!1)usk!1,sk . The claim is clearly true
for the first k!1 components. The last component (at position
sk) is correct, since !(a2!a1+a3!a2+ . . .+ak!ak!1) =
a1 ! ak, as desired. Lemma 1 implies that h is (k ! 1, l)-
decomposable (as, of course, |ai+1 ! ai|# l.)

The error vector e is the sum of cycles hi of length ki where!
i ki = t. Since each of the hi’s is (ki! 1, l)-decomposable,

and
!

i(ki ! 1) # t! 1, e is (t! 1, l) decomposable.
We note some properties of error vectors based on this re-

sult. First, if the cycles involved in the multiset are all of length
2, that is, transpositions, then the contribution of that cycle to
the error vector is a single term of the form (a2 ! a1)us1,s2 ,
for a transposition of the values a1 and a2 at positions s1 and
s2, respectively. This contribution is (1, l)-decomposable, and
there are at most t/2 such transpositions, so an error vector
made of transpositions is (t/2, l)-decomposable.

It is clear that this is the “tightest” decomposability level -
it is not possible for an error vector to be (e, l)-decomposable
for e < t

2 . More generally, we see that if the largest cycle in
the permutation is of length k ( 2, then the error vector is
(k ! 1, l)-decomposable, and not (e, l)-decomposable for any
e < k ! 1.

Recall from the proof of Theorem 1 that in the case where
l = 1 (the error magnitude is limited to 1), the maximum
error cycle length is 2. That is, all error vectors are made up
of transpositions of adjacent values. Then, in this case, the
error vectors are ( t2 , 1)-decomposable. We rely on this fact in
the next section.

B. Constructions

Now, consider two codewords c1, c2 and their respective
(t, l) error vectors e1, e2 under dynamic thresholding. It is
possible to produce the same received sequence if c1 + e1 =
c2 + e2, or c1 ! c2 = e2 ! e1. Since e1, e2 are (t ! 1, l)–
decomposable, their difference is (2t ! 2, 2l)-decomposable,
and the decomposability distance between c1 and c2 is at most
2t! 2. We have the following result:

Lemma 3. A code C over F is capable of correcting all
(t, l)-DT errors if and only if it has minimum decomposability
distance 2t! 1 with respect to 2l.

We refer to such a code as a (t, l)-dynamic thresholding
error-correction code, or a (t, l)-DTEC code.

With the above, we have shown the equivalence of our
problem and location correction. We may now apply Roth and
Seroussi’s constructions from [27] to the dynamic thresholding
problem. These constructions were used to build location-
correcting codes (LCCs), but they also correct (t, l)-DT errors.
We begin with a construction for t = 2 and l = q! 1. This is
the smallest positive value of t, as a single error is not possible.
From Lemma 2, an error vector must be (1, l)-decomposable.
Recall that a B2 set, also known as a Sidon set, is a set S with
the property that for any four distinct elements a, b, c, d " S,
a+ b %= c+ d [28]. Then, we have:

Construction 1: Let C be a [n, n! 2] linear block code (of

length n and dimension n! 2) over F with the parity-check
matrix

H =

*
a1 a2 . . . an
a21 a22 . . . a2n

-
,

where S = {a1, a2, . . . , an} is a subset of distinct elements
of F . Then, C is a (2, q! 1)-DTEC code if S is a Sidon set.

Proof: If two codewords can be confused, then e1HT =
e2HT with e1 %= e2. Since e1 and e2 are (1, l)-decomposable,
e1 = Kub,c and e2 = Jud,f , with K, J " F . Then,

K(ab ! ac) = J(ad ! af ), and

K(a2b ! a2c) = J(a2d ! a2f ),

and dividing the second equation by the first, we have that
ab + ac = ad + af .

Construction 1 provides a (2, q!1)-DTEC code. As we have
done before, we examine the common case l = 1. Then, we
may define a [n, n! 1] (2, 1)-DTEC code by the parity-check
matrix

H =
3
a1 a2 . . . an

4
,

where S = {a1, a2, . . . , an} is a Sidon set. The proof of this
claim follows along the same lines as that of Construction 1,
but as l = 1, we have that K = J = 1, and we immediately
get the equation ab + ac = ad + af .

So far, our constructions allow for any error magnitude
(l = q! 1) or an error magnitude of 1. If the error magnitude
is limited to 1 < l < q! 1, we can take advantage of this fact
by applying a technique introduced by Cassuto et al. in [8].
The proof is very similar to that in [8]:

Construction 2: Let C2 be a (t, l)-DTEC code over an
alphabet of size q& = 2l+1. Then, the code C1 over F defined
as

C1 = {x " Fn| x mod q& " C2}

is a (t, l)-DTEC code over an alphabet of size q > q&. Here, the
notation x mod q& represents (x1 mod q&, . . . , xn mod q&).

Proof: Due to Lemma 3, it is enough to show that any
two codewords x, z " C1 are at decomposability distance of
at least 2t!1. That is, we must show that the decomposability
weight of x!z (with respect to 2l) is at least 2t!1, or, x!z
is (k, 2l)-decomposable only for k ( 2t! 1.

If there exists i " [n] such that |xi ! zi|> 2l, x ! z has
decomposability weight n + 1, and we are done. If there is
no such i, x! z = x! z mod q&. That is, the differences
|xi ! zi| are identical in the fields of order q& and q. As C2 is
a (t, l)-DTEC code, x! z mod q& has decomposability weight
at least 2t!1, so x! z must also have decomposability weight
at least 2t! 1, as desired.

Taking Construction 1 as the inner code C2 in Construction
2, with alphabet size 2l+ 1, we have a (2, l)-DTEC code C1

over an alphabet of size q. Let w be a codeword in C2. Then,
if xi 0 wi mod (2l+1) for 1 # i # n, x will be a codeword
in C1. There are between . q

2l+1/ and , q
2l+1- choices for xi

for each w " C2. Then, we can derive some bounds on the
number of codewords |C1|:

+
q

2l+ 1

,n

|C2|# |C1|#
5

q

2l+ 1

6n

|C2|.

For example, if l = 11, we have the Sidon set S =
{0, 1, 2, 4, 7} for a [5,3] inner code C2 of size 8. Then, for
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q = 64, C1 is a (2, 11)-DTEC code with codebook size
satisfying 256 # |C1|# 1944.

The length of our codes depends on the size of Sidon sets.
The bound |S|(|S|!3)+1 # q for S 1 F , along with several
others are proved in [27]. This upper bound is problematic
for small l in Construction 2. However, one can take the inner
code C2 over a larger field to get a longer code at the expense
of additional redundancy.

Next we seek to derive (t, l)-DTEC codes for t > 2. We do
so by relying on generalizations of Sidon sets called Bt(S)
sets, studied in [28]. We quote a famous number-theoretic
result from [29]:

Theorem 3. If s = pu (where p is a prime) and m = (sv+1!
1)/(s! 1), we can find s+ 1 non-negative integers less than
m

d0 = 0, d1 = 1, d2, . . . , ds,

such that the sums

di1 + di2 + . . .+ div ,

(0 # i1 # i2 # . . . # iv # m), are all different modulo m.

This theorem is frequently cited in the coding literature. It is
particularly useful when constructing codes where codewords
must meet some checksum constraint, such as

!n
i=1 ixi 0

a mod m. Such checksum-based codes are capable of correct-
ing “unconventional” errors, such as asymmetric errors, inser-
tion/deletion errors, and repetition errors. They were initially
introduced by Varshamov and Tenengolts to correct a single
asymmetric error [30]. We will use such a construction to
develop l-DTEC codes based on the balanced codes approach
in the next section.

Theorem 3 will enable us to build codes for the case t > 2.
We give an example for the l = 1 case. Recall that the error
vectors in this case are (t/2, 1)-decomposable, and thus have
error value E = 1. Then, if we generate a set of s+1 integers
a0 = 0, a1, a2, . . . , as using the above theorem, the parity-
check matrix

H =
3
a1 a2 . . . as

4
,

defines an [s, s! 1] (t/2, 1)-DTEC code.
Of course, one can develop general (t, l)-DTEC codes with

the approach of Construction 2, which does not depend on
t. Decoders for codes similar to Construction 2 are presented
in [8]. The optimality of codes equivalent to LCCs, such as
Construction 1, is shown in [27].

C. Balanced Codes

We now examine the other implementation approach, based
on balanced codes. For the sake of simplicity, we let n = eq
for some e. Then, in a balanced code, the space of possible
codewords is

D = {c " Fn | k(c) = (e, e, . . . , e)}.

That is, the space D is the set of permutations of the multiset

{0, 0, . . . , 07 89 :
e 0s

, 1, 1, . . . , 17 89 :
e 1s

, . . . , q ! 1, q ! 1, . . . , q ! 17 89 :
e (q!1)s

}.

Each codeword is a multiset permutation that contains each
symbol 0, 1, . . . , q ! 1 exactly e times. Note that the size
of D is n!

(e!)q . We seek to construct error-correction codes
over the space D. Our approach is inspired by codes over
the symmetric group Sn, such as rank modulation codes. In
[6], [7], and [31] error correction codes for rank modulation
are developed. We will see that a similar approach can be
used to construct (t, l)-DTEC codes for our balanced codes
dynamic thresholding implementation.

We note the fundamental differences between Sn and D.
Sn is a group under permutation multiplication, defined as
function composition. D cannot be defined as a group in
this way. Although it is possible to introduce a multiplication
operation for elements in D, inverses will not be unique.
Due to these differences, some care must be taken when
generalizing results originally derived for Sn.

First, we introduce the Kendall tau distance d# (c1, c2),
where c1, c2 " D. This measure of distance is typically
applied to elements in Sn, but it is equally applicable for
codewords in D, that is, multiset permutations. We define

d! (c1, c2) = |{(i, j) ! [n]2|i "= j, c1(i) < c1(j), c2(i) > c2(j)}| .

(Recall that [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}.) That is, the distance counts
pairs of indices where the entries in the two permutations
are oppositely ordered. For example, for q = 3 and e = 2,
let c1 = (2, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1) and c2 = (1, 2, 0, 0, 2, 1). Then,
the inversions are at index pairs (2, 1), (2, 4), and (2, 6) and
d# (c1, c2) = 3. Additionally, d# (c1, c2) is at least the smallest
number of transpositions of adjacent elements required to
transform c1 into c2.

Although D is not a group, we will still refer to the per-
mutation e = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1, . . . , q ! 1) as the identity
multiset permutation. The largest possible d# distance is e2

1q
2

2
.

This occurs when the order of the elements in the identity e is
exactly reversed, such as (0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2) and (2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0),
which have distance 12.

We define an inversion in a multiset permutation c as a pair
of indices (i, j) " [n]2 such that i < j and c(i) > c(j). For
example c = (1, 0, 2, 0, 2, 1) has 5 inversions at index pairs
(1, 2), (1, 4), (3, 4), (3, 6), and (5, 6).

Next, we introduce the notion of the inversion vector.
Again, this is a concept typically applied to the elements of
Sn which can be easily extended to multiset permutations.
The inversion vector essentially keeps track of the number
of inversions involving the various elements of a multiset per-
mutation. There are several possible definitions. We generalize
the definition in [32]. For c " D, define the inversion vector
xc such that

xc((i ! 1)e+ a) = | {(j, b), j " [q ! 1], b " [e]|
j < i+ 1, c!1

b (j) > c!1
a (i + 1)}|,

for i " [q!1] and a " [e]. Here, c!1
a (j) refers to the position of

the ath entry with value j in c, so that for c = (1, 0, 2, 0, 2, 1),
c!1
1 (2) = 3 and c!1

2 (2) = 5.
In words, the entry xc((i ! 1)e + a) is the number of

inversions in c in which the ath i value is the first entry
(1 # i # q ! 1). We will illustrate this idea with an ex-
ample. Take c = (3, 2, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 1). There are no inversions
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beginning with the first 1 (at position 5), so the first element
of xc is 0. The second 1 (at position 8) also is not the first
element in any inversion, so the second element of xc is
also 0. There are 4 inversions starting with the first 2 in c:
the inversions at positions (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), and (2, 8), so
xc((2 ! 1) 2 2 + 1) = xc(3) = 4, and so on. We have that
xc = (0, 0, 4, 1, 6, 1).

Note that the length of xc is (q ! 1)e = n! e. Also, there
are at most e(i!1) elements smaller than i located to the right
of it in the permutation c, so xc((i! 1)e+ a) " [0, e(i! 1)]
so that

xc " [0, e]2 . . .2 [0, e]7 89 :
e times

2 . . .2

[0, (q ! 2)e]2 . . .2 [0, (q ! 2)e]7 89 :
e times

.

We refer to this space as Gn.
It is well known that there is a bijection between our code-

words, elements in D, and inversion vectors. It is possible to
recover the original permutation c from its inversion vector xc.
Furthermore, we may introduce the inversion vector distance
d(xc1 ,xc2) =

!n!e
i=1 |xc1(i)!xc2(i)|. We have the following

lemma, which relates the Kendall tau distance d# and the
inversion vector distance:

Lemma 4. If c1, c2 " D are codewords, and xc1 ,xc2 are
the respective inversion vectors,

d# (c1, c2) ( d(xc1 ,xc2).

Proof: We begin with the permutation ĉ1 which has
a single transposition of adjacent elements but is otherwise
the same as c1. Then, d# (c1, ĉ1) = 1. We show that
d(xc1 ,xĉ1) = 1.

Let the tranposition be at locations i and i+1. Let c1(i) = %
and c1(i + 1) = &. We only consider the case % < &, as, by
definition, % %= &, and the % > & case is symmetric. When
forming xĉ1 , no entries other than the ones corresponding to %
and & can change. The number of inversions in which % is the
first element does not change. Only the entry corresponding to
& at location i+1 can be increased by 1 (from the additional
inversion formed by the pair (&,%) now at positions (i, i+1)).
Thus the distance d(xc1 ,xĉ1) = 1.

On the other hand, d(xc1 ,xĉ1 ) = 1 only implies that
d# (c1, ĉ1) ( 1. Since d# is at least the number of trans-
positions of adjacent elements changing one permutation to
another, we may repeatedly apply the single transposition case
above to conclude that d# (c1, c2) ( d(xc1 ,xc2 ).

Thus, a code over the space of inversion vectors that
corrects t additive errors of weight l will also correct the
corresponding errors over the space D. In [7], Barg and
Mazumdar demonstrated how such a code over the space
of inversion vectors can be found. We quote the following
theorem, which relies on Theorem 3 from the previous section.
Denote the set of integers modulo n by Zn.

Theorem 4. Let m = sv+1!1
s!1 and set v to be t, the

maximum number of errors. Then, generate s+1 integers d0 =
0, d1, . . . ds according to Theorem 3. Take hi = di!1 + t!1

2 m
for i " [s+1] if t is odd and hi = di!1+

t
2m for i " [s+1] if

t is even. Let mt = t(t+1)m if t is odd and mt = t(t+2)m
if t is even.

Then, for any error vector e in Zs+1 with t or fewer errors,
the sums

!s+1
i=1 eihi are all distinct and non-zero modulo mt.

Now we may define the code C by

C =

;
x " Zs+1|

s+1<

i=1

hixi 0 0 mod mt

=
.

From Theorem 4, C corrects t additive errors of weight l over
Zs+1
mt

. Our initial goal was to construct a code over the space
of inversion vectors Gn that corrects t additive errors. Let
s + 1 = n ! e. Following [7], we note that Gn is a subset
of Zn!e

n , which is itself a subset of Zn!e
mt

. Furthermore, since
C is a group code with respect to addition modulo mt, we
may take an appropriate coset to form our desired additive
error-correction code over Gn.

Thus, we see that there exist (t, l)-DTEC codes using the
balanced codeword approach. We conclude that it is possible
to develop dynamic thresholding coding constructions that
correct (a fixed number of) limited-magnitude errors in either
implementation. Further details regarding codes based on
Theorem 4 above are discussed in [32].

VI. L-DYNAMIC THRESHOLDING ECCS

Finally, we wish to correct any number of magnitude l errors
(the case where t # n). Codes that do so have been studied
in [8], [9], and [33]. We develop such a code to be used in
conjunction with dynamic thresholds. We refer to this code
as an l-dynamic thresholding error-correction code, or an
l-DTEC code.

The l-DTEC constructions will be based on the metadata
implementation approach. Again, we assume that the metadata
has been made available to the decoder with no error.

We begin by defining an auxilliary distance function which
will be useful for defining our construction. The permuta-
tion distance d!(c1, c2) is a measure of difference between
codewords that are permutations of each other. If a cycle
(a1, a2, . . . , ak) in a permutation is such that |ai ! ai+1|# l
for all i < k and |ak ! a1|# l, it will be called an l-cycle. A
permutation that is the product of l-cycles is referred to as an
l-permutation. Let the function g be defined so that g(") is the
smallest nonnegative integer l such that " is an l-permutation.
For c1, c2 " F , the permutation distance d! is given by

d!(c1, c2) =

"
$ if c2 is not a permutation of c1,
g(") if c2 = "(c1) is a permutation of c1.

A code of minimum d! distance of l+1 corrects any number
of errors limited to magnitude l. The following construction
achieves this minimum d! distance by selecting a single
codeword from each set of l-permutations:

Construction 3: Let C be defined as

C = {x " Fn | 0 < xi ! xj # l =3 i > j}.

Then, C is a l-DTEC code.
Note that this approach is effectively the dual of that of the

previous section. When using balanced codes, all codewords
are permutations of one another. In our l-DTEC constructions,
no codewords are permutations of one another. This is a
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consequence of choosing between limited or unlimited number
of errors in the channel model.

We introduce a natural decoding technique, which we
refer to as ' -decoding. First, we comment on the name of
the scheme. Although we defined Construction 3 in terms
of the distance d!, which measures the size of the largest
cycle required to turn one permutation into another, the ' -
decoder will recover the original codeword transposition by
transposition. That is, the decoder will, by stages, reduce the
Kendall tau distance between the received permutation and the
original codeword.

The ' -decoder operates in the following way: if the decoder
finds yi and yj in the received sequence y with i < j and
0 < yi ! yj # l, the values of yi and yj will be exchanged.
The decoder repeats this process as long as such pairs can
be found. For example, consider the codeword 12345, where
n = 5, q = 6, and l = 2. Assume the errors are 1 & 3,
2 & 1, 3 & 5, 4 & 2, and 5 & 4. The received codeword
is 31524. Repeatedly applying the decoding rule, we have the
progression 31524 & 13524 & 13425& 13245& 12345.

As described above, ' -decoding reduces the Kendall tau
distance d# between the original codeword and the received
codeword. Recall that the distance d# is defined as the number
of inversions among two permutations " and !, where an
inversion is a pair (i, j) with i < j, with either "(i) <
"(j) and !(i) > !(j), or, "(i) > "(j) and !(i) < !(j)
([34]). We have that:

Theorem 5. When errors are limited to magnitude l and
dynamic thresholds and the l-DTEC code C in Construction
3 are used, ' -decoding recovers the original codeword.

Proof: Using dynamic thresholding, errors will be part
of cycles. Let the cells involved be xp1 , . . . , xpk where p1 <
. . . < pk. By definition of C, the cell values also satisfy
a1 < a2 < . . . < ak. The error cycle permutes the ai’s, so
that xp1 , . . . , xpk take on the values "(a1), . . . ,"(ak), where
" is the permutation induced by the error cycle. Let y$ be
the current output after % iterations of the decoding process.
We will evaluate the distance d# (y$,x) after each iteration.
If d# (y$,x) = 0, we have recovered the original codeword.

The decoding rule at each iteration finds a particular inver-
sion (ai, aj) with i < j and "(ai) > "(aj) and exchanges
their values. We compute the distance before and after one
decoding iteration, i.e., d# (y$,x) and d# (y$+1,x). The only
possible pairs that might change (become an inversion or stop
being an inversion) after application of the decoding rule are
those which have "(ai) or "(aj) as members. We count the
number of such pairs. Consider the following (disjoint) sets:

Y1 = {k | k < i,"(ak) > "(ai) > "(aj)},
Y2 = {k | k < i,"(ai) > "(ak) > "(aj)},

Z1 = {k | i < k < j,"(ak) > "(ai) > "(aj)},
Z2 = {k | i < k < j,"(ai) > "(ak) > "(aj)},
Z3 = {k | i < k < j,"(ai) > "(aj) > "(ak)},

W1 = {k | j < k,"(ai) > "(aj) > "(ak)},
W2 = {k | j < k,"(ai) > "(ak) > "(aj)}.

The entries in the permutation where these sets are located:

Y1,Y29 :7 8
"(a1), . . .,"(ai),"(ai+1), . . . ,"(aj!1)7 89 :

Z1,Z2,Z3

,"(aj),

W1,W29 :7 8
. . . ,"(ak) .

It is easy to see how the members of these sets give rise
to inversions. For example, if k " W1, then, i < j < k and
"(ai) > "(aj) > "(ak), so ("(ai),"(ak)) and ("(aj),"(ak))
are inversions. It is clear that each element of each set
contributes to either one or two inversions.

Say that there are M pairs that do not involve "(ai)
or "(aj). Then, counting the contribution of the pair
("(ai),"(aj)), we have the following value for d# (y$,x):

d# (y$,x) = M + 1 + 2|Y1|+|Y2|+|Z1|+2|Z2|
+|Z3|+2|W1|+|W2|.

Now, after application of the decoding rule, the pair
("(ai),"(aj)) becomes ("(aj),"(ai)), and is no longer an
inversion. Moreover, Z2 does not contribute to any inversions,
since i < j < k and "(aj) < "(ak) < "(ai). Then,

d# (y$+1,x) = M + 2|Y1|+|Y2|+|Z1|+|Z3|+
2|W1|+|W2|.

Thus, we have that d# (y$,x) > d# (y$+1,x). Each decod-
ing step strictly reduces the distance, so there exists a finite s
such that d# (ys,x) = 0 and the original codeword will have
been recovered.

In the case l = 1, this decoder has a simple implementation.
The received sequence is first sorted by value. All errors will
then be adjacent, and can be corrected in a single pass through
the list. The original order is then restored. This algorithm has
complexity O(n logn).

We note that we can build an l-DTEC code from Con-
struction 3 by including every codeword from an existing
l-asymmetric error-correction (l-AEC) code, which has min-
imum distance l + 1, as shown in [9]. Note that although
limited-magnitude errors under dynamic thresholding are not
asymmetric, the permutation property of dynamic threshold-
ing errors ensures that l-AEC constructions are sufficient to
correct l-DT errors. For this reason, l-DTEC constructions
most closely resemble l-AEC constructions. However, several
additional codewords can also be included in addition to the
l-AEC codewords, allowing us to maximize the rate under
the dynamic thresholding conditions. We illustrate this idea
with an example of a code based on Construction 3. We take
q = 3, limited magnitude l = 1, and n = 3. An 1-AEC code
of length 3 has minimum distance of 2, requiring codewords
to exclusively use symbols from {0, 2}. In our case, we may
add several codewords that are “ordered” the correct way. Our
codewords are then:

(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 2), (0, 2, 0), (2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 2),

(2, 0, 2), (2, 2, 0), (2, 2, 2), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1),

(1, 1, 1), (0, 1, 2), (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 2).

We see that the first 8 codewords are from the 1-AEC code
with minimum distance 2, but we may add 6 additional
codewords that maintain the correct order. For q = 3, l = 1
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and general n, we have that the number of codewords is
2n +

1n+1
2

2
. This is easy to see: If a codeword does not

contain any 1s, each digit may be 0 or 2, for a total of 2n

such codewords. If a codeword does contain a 1, it is clear
that all its 0s must be to the left of all its 1s. Similarly, all
2s must be to the right of all 1s. Thus, there is a left and
a right boundary (not in the same position, since there are a
positive number of 1s.) There are n + 1 positions to place
the boundaries, so that we have a total of

1
n+1
2

2
codewords

containing 1s.
Not including the metadata digits, the rate of such a code

is log3(2
n +

1n+1
2

2
)/n. When our codes are in the finite-

length regime, we get the benefit of an additional
1
n+1
2

2

codewords versus directly combining dynamic thresholding
and an existing 1-AEC codewith minimum distance 2.

We note that the construction above is only suitable for
higher field sizes q. Furthermore, asymptotically, the size
of the code is , q

l+1-
n, which is the size of the largest l-

AEC code [9]. Therefore, our construction is superior to
l-AEC constructions for finite-length codes with q ( 4.
These conditions match the requirements of MLC non-volatile
memories.

VII. CONCLUSION

Dynamic thresholds have many advantages when applied
to non-volatile memories. In this paper, we showed how to
apply dynamic threshold schemes to multi-level cell memo-
ries. We demonstrated that dynamic thresholds perform better
than fixed thresholds. We showed that our proposed scheme
has performance close to that of the optimal scheme. Two
implementations for our scheme were introduced, based on
metadata and balanced codes.

We studied several flavors of error-correction codes tailored
specifically to the dynamic thresholding scheme, and we
showed that if the total number of errors is limited, the
problem of constructing such codes is closely related to
problems such as location-correction and rank modulation.
For the case where the number of errors is not limited, we
introduced a new code construction and an associated decoder.

There are several directions available for future work. It
remains to be determined in the general case whether the
code constructions based on the metadata implementation
are superior to those based on the balanced-codes approach.
Another question is whether there is a benefit to mixing these
two implementations: that is, requiring that codewords are
balanced within a certain degree, so that for codewords x1

and x2, k(x1) and k(x2) differ in each component only by a
limited amount.
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